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Carbiotix strengthens scale-up and sales experience in key positions
Carbiotix (publ) ("Carbiotix" or “the Company”) today announces that the Company welcomes
Jonas Danielsson and Christian Månsson to the Board of Directors and Erik Deaner as Head of
Sales. With these appointments, Carbiotix strengthens its process scale-up and sales
experience in key positions as the company moves into AXOS production, ramps up sales
activities, and rolls out its LinkGut API service globally.
Kristofer Cook, CEO for Carbiotix, comments
“I am very pleased to welcome Jonas Danielsson and Christian Månsson to the Carbiotix Board of
Directors. Jonas will now serve as our Chairman and has over 20 years of experience in the food &
beverage industry having served as a board member, CEO, CFO, and Head of Marketing. Having
worked most recently as CEO of Trensums, Jonas has extensive experience with setting up new
process lines, factories, acquisitions and successfully managing growth companies. Christian has over
10 years of experience working as a process engineer for AFRY, Bioglan, and Einar Willumsen, involved
in process design and scale-up within both the food & beverage and pharmaceutical industries. I look
forward to working with both Jonas and Christian as we bring our first production site online at FoodHills
and expand our production capacity going forward. Their knowledge and experience will be invaluable
to our process engineering team, allowing us to both reduce the risks and accelerate scale-up activities.
I am also very pleased to welcome Erik Deaner as our new Head of Sales, who will start at the beginning
of May. Erik has an extensive and solid track record working in sales and managing business
development teams, having worked most recently at ApoEx and Sustend. I look forward to closely
working with Erik as we roll out our LinkGut API service globally and ramp up AXOS sales activities in
conjunction with the completion of our first production site at FoodHills. He will play a key role in
professionalizing our sales activities, both expanding sales with existing partners and signing on new
partners and modulator customers. As Head of Sales, Erik will join our management team and work
closely with both me and other key functions, serving as another bridge between partners, customers,
and our technology development teams.”
Forward-looking statements
This communication contains forward-looking statements, consisting of subjective assumptions and
forecasts for future scenarios. Predictions for the future only apply as of the date they are made and
are, by their nature, as is research and development work in the biotechnology segment, associated
with risk and uncertainty. With this in mind, the actual outcome may deviate significantly from the
scenarios as described in this press release.
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Carbiotix AB (CRBX) (www.carbiotix.com) is an award-winning biotechnology company pioneering
microbiome healthcare through a portfolio of microbiome modulators covering prebiotic ingredients,
medical foods, and therapeutics, along with cost-effective gut health testing services.

